Hello and welcome to our Winter newsletter. In this edition we have news on registering for
online services, DNA (Did not attend) numbers, our Minor Injuries service and information on
our Christmas and New Year opening times.
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Patient Efficiency
Life can be so busy now
for many people and as
a result we are looking
for the best ways to
achieve what we want
and be able to tick
items off the never ending “to do” list. There
are ways to do things
differently when it
comes to our health too.
It was a couple of years
ago now that Millview
introduced its first patient services online;
ordering prescriptions
online offers a quick
and efficient method to
order repeat medications. Since prescription
ordering was offered,
those registered for
online services can now
also make appointments, view test results
and see their full patient record and a summary which includes
any allergies, repeat
medications and acute
medications issued recently. Even childhood
vaccination records can
be viewed. There is a
message system available now for non-urgent
messages.
Using the online system,
if internet access is

available, is a great way
to access services and
stay up to date with
your health records. The
addition of viewing test
results is particularly
helpful. If people who
can use the online services do actually use
them as their point of
call, rather than telephoning for an appointment then it frees the
line for those people
who do not have any
internet access, making
a difference to how long
it takes someone to get
through to the surgery.
From the other side,
staff members are able
to do other patient related jobs, as there is always plenty for staff to
do at the surgery.
The Mansfield and Ashfield region has seen a
dramatic increase in the
amount of money needed for to provide medication and this cost is
still increasing. Although
the costs of some medications have gone up,
this is not the only reason for the increase as
other regions across the
country have not had
the same dramatic overspends. To add to the
fact that the budget is

overspent, the levels of
wasted medications has
also increased. It is,
therefore, important
that only medication
needed is ordered on
repeat prescriptions. If
a pharmacy is ordering
on your behalf, the staff
should check on each
occasion with the patient/carer, which medications are needed
from the patient’s list.
They should not be ordering every item unless
the patient definitely
needs everything. Using
the online system is
easy; a list is displayed
and then it a case of
clicking to select the
medications needed
and then clicking on the
send button. Currently
under 19% of our patients are registered to
use online services, that
means that a lot of people are missing out on
the benefits of using
those services.
To register for online
services:
Take in to reception
proof of ID (a parent
can also register for a
child under 16, take in
ID for the child too); a
utilities bill, driving licence, anything with
current name and address The receptionist
will make the registration and then issue a
personal username and
a password
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141

In November 2016
141 appointments
were missed with
GPs and Nurses at
this practice. This
amounted to 31
hours of time wasted.
These could have
been given to other
patients. Please let
us know if you are
unable to keep your
appointment so that
we can give it to
someone else.

FIT NOTES PLEASE NOTE:

Patients don’t need a
GP’s certificate of absence if they are off
work for less than
seven days, as they
can self-certify for the
first seven days.
I

In the interest of safety
and security for patients
and staff,
all telephone calls are
recorded
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